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A Sermon by Robert W. Prim 

Christ the King Sunday; November 26th, 2017 

Ezekiel 34:11-16,20-24 

“Is God Dead?” 

~~~~~~~~ 

Scripture Introduction 

Catastrophe had hit the people of Israel.  It struck with the 

invasion of Israel by Babylon.  The people were exiled from 

the country and the Temple; the people lost their freedom and 

many lost their lives.  In the midst of the trials and tribulations 

of this life of unrest and political instability came the prophet 

Ezekiel.   

 

This prophet spoke against those who would deny that the 

catastrophe had taken place; he was wide-eyed and observant of 

the real trials and losses being faced by his people.  This 

prophet also spoke against despair in the midst of the pain.  

Ezekiel believed that God would use the disaster to bring into 

being something new.  Ezekiel believed God would come 

among the people as a good shepherd bringing the sheep back to 

safely graze in pastures green and lush.   

 

Listen for the Word of God in Ezekiel 34:11-16,20-24 

 

This sermon is about hope.  Not “pie in the sky in the sweet by 

and by” hope, but hope in the real world in which we live and in 

which there are so many threats, anxieties, and disturbances that 

fear can get the upper hand in our outlooks on life.  This 

sermon is about real world hope even if it is hope against hope. 
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I’m not a dark, brooding type – I’m sure I would be a whole lot 

more interesting if I were –  but I do feel more than a little 

unsettled by the state of our union and the state of our world at 

this time. I don’t need to enunciate for you the various ways 

things seem to be coming apart or the ways in which old 

patterns are being challenged and dismantled.  It is a time of 

upheaval, and the fact that I have two children a few years away 

from being away from home may flare my senses to the dark 

winds and the gathering storms.  It seems that this time in our 

history as a human race is saturated with fear; nevertheless, this 

sermon is about hope.   

~~~~~~~~ 

In some ways this morning invites us to think about a most basic 

question of our faith – namely, do we have any?  Do we have 

any faith that God is like a Good Shepherd who will rescue us 

from the clouds and thick darkness?  Do we believe with our 

ancestors in the faith that God will ultimately bind up the 

injured and strengthen the weak and bring the oppressing 

powerful ones of earth to justice?  Do we believe, on this 

“Christ the King” Sunday, that God’s reign is real and will be 

more fully realized?  Is God the God of the universe or not?  

That is the fundamental question of faith for this day. 

~~~~~~~~  

The largest radio telescope in the world officially opened about 

a year ago in China. The Five-hundred-meter Aperture 

Spherical Telescope, or FAST, is named after its diameter, 

which, at 500 meters, is 195 meters wider than the 

second-largest telescope of its kind, the Arecibo Observatory in 

Puerto Rico.  The telescope cost $180 million and 8,000 people 

were displaced from their homes to create the necessary 3-mile 
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radius of radio silence around the facility. It will be used for 

"observation of pulsars as well as exploration of interstellar 

molecules and interstellar communication signals." 

 

As for FAST's final use, studying interstellar communication 

signals, it could be more simply referred to as “searching for 

intelligent extraterrestrial life.” The dish is Earth’s first flagship 

observatory custom-built to listen for a message from an 

extraterrestrial intelligence. If such a sign comes down from the 

heavens during the next decade, China may well hear it first. 

 

Last January, the Chinese Academy of Sciences invited Liu 

Cixin, China’s preeminent science-fiction writer, to visit the 

telescope.   In some ways, it’s no surprise that Liu was invited 

to see the dish. He has an outsize voice on cosmic affairs in 

China, and the government’s aerospace agency sometimes asks 

him to consult on science missions. Liu is the patriarch of the 

country’s science-fiction scene. But in other ways Liu is a 

strange choice to visit the dish. He has written a great deal about 

the risks of first contact. He has warned that the “appearance of 

this Other” might be imminent, and that it might result in our 

extinction. “Perhaps in ten thousand years, the starry sky that 

humankind gazes upon will remain empty and silent,” he writes 

in the postscript to one of his books. “But perhaps tomorrow 

we’ll wake up and find an alien spaceship the size of the Moon 

parked in orbit.” 

 

Liu’s basic belief is that no civilization should ever announce its 

presence to the cosmos. Any other civilization that learns of its 

existence will perceive it as a threat and will then seek to 
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destroy the newly found competition. This grim cosmic outlook 

is called “dark-forest theory,” because it conceives of every 

civilization in the universe as a hunter hiding in a moonless 

woodland, listening for the first rustlings of a rival (see Ross 

Anderson article in December, 2017 edition of The Atlantic; and interview on 

NPR, Here and Now, 11/16/17).  

~~~~~~~~~~ 

Now that is depressing.  Is the whole universe governed by 

such a dark-forest theory – everything, every civilization is only 

about elimination of competitors?  Are we all on one big ride 

that ultimately ends with some foreign power obliterating us 

from nearby on planet earth or from some far away civilization 

in another galaxy?   

 

I want to believe that the stories told by Ezekiel about God as a 

Good Shepherd are not only to be believed but may be told in 

some form or fashion in whatever civilizations exists beyond 

our awareness at this time.  I want to believe that the story 

Jesus told about feeding the hungry, giving water to the thirsty, 

visiting those who are in prison... that this story is being told in 

those far away civilizations.  God will bring justice and we can 

be a part of the in-breaking of the reign of God’s love here and 

now.  I want to believe with some contemporary theologians 

and physicists that “self-emptying” (not other-destroying) is the 

pathway to enlightenment and it is hard-wired into the entire 

universe such that mature civilizations move in the direction of 

incorporation of diversity as opposed to destruction.  I want to 

have hope and faith that God will work God’s purposes out. 

~~~~~~~~ 

November 18th marked the 220th anniversary of the birth of a 
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black woman born into slavery in Hurley, New York and given 

the name Isabella.  After being owned by three different men 

she ran away in 1827.  In 1828 she was freed along with all 

slaves in New York.  She preached in streets and became a part 

of the abolitionist movement.  In 1843 she changed her name to 

Sojourner Truth because that was what she believed she was 

called to do – travel and preach the truth.  Sojourner Truth was 

illiterate but she was a commanding figure – over six feet tall, 

very strong, and very charismatic.   

 

Prior to the War Between the States she traveled around 

speaking at rallies about the evil of slavery.  On one occasion 

she was in Ohio.  She was eloquent and strong against those 

who favored slavery.  At the close of the meeting a man came 

up to her and said, “Old woman, do you think that your talk 

about slavery does any good?  Do yo suppose people care what 

you say?”  “Why,” he continued, “I don’t care any more for 

your talk than I do for the bite of a flea.”  “Perhaps not,” 

Sojourner Truth responded, “but, the Lord willing, I’ll keep you 

scratching” (Narrative of Sojourner Truth, 1970 edition, page 233). 

 

Something kept Sojourner Truth hopeful, something kept her 

believing that the future was bright.  There were not many signs 

that things would get better, but she refused to despair and kept 

preaching what she knew to be the truth, and she place her 

ultimate hope in the Good Shepherd.   

Once when she was at a meeting with the great orator and leader 

of the abolitionist movement – Frederick Douglass – Douglass 

had been describing the wrongs to the black race, and as he 

proceeded, he grew more and more excited, and finally ended 
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by saying that they had no hope of justice from the whites, no 

possible hope except in their own right arms.  It must come to 

blood, he said, the black people must fight for themselves, 

redeem themselves, or it will never happen.   

 

Sojourner Truth was sitting tall and dark on the front row, 

facing the platform, and, in the hush of the deep feeling 

following Frederick Douglas’ speech and after he had sat down, 

she spoke out in her deep, peculiar voice, heard all over the 

house – Frederick, is God dead?  Not another word was 

spoken; it was enough (Narrative of Sojourner Truth, 1970 edition, pages 

129-130). 

~~~~~~~~ 

The question lingers even to this day... Is God dead?   

I think there are reasons to believe that God is very much alive. 

There are things to see that can bring us back to our heart’s 

awareness of the Divine reality and God’s tender care.  

 

As women find voice to declare that they will not be harassed 

and sexually abused by men, I see the Spirit of God’s justice 

moving in our midst. 

 

As Muslims, Jews, Unitarians, Christians, Bahi, and Agnostics 

gathered for an “Interfaith Thanksgiving Service” in Dahlonega 

a week ago Monday, I see the Spirit of God’s universal love 

finding a small outlet in a sea of enmity and willful ignorance.   

As many of you in this congregation house the homeless 

through Family Promise, feed the hungry through gifts to the 

food bank – ours and the larger one covering many counties, 

care for the powerless by helping a young Hispanic man learn to 
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drive and many others learn to speak English, as boxes of food 

for the hungry were pulled together for those in need this 

Thanksgiving, as angels are taken from the Angel Tree, as 

letters are written to political leaders, as marches for equality 

are staged and executed without violence, as care is given to 

embody a wide welcome in this congregation for all people, as 

prayers are offered for those we know who are sick and in need 

of prayers.... all of it is evidence of a God who continues to 

work through us to bring about a reign of love on earth as it is in 

heaven.   

~~~~~~~~ 

Journalist Anthony Breznican in an article reprinted in the news 

magazine The Week (10/20/2017) has written about Mr. Fred 

Rogers.  Fred Rogers, an ordained Presbyterian minister from 

Pittsburgh, before his death in ... hosted the children’s show 

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood from 1968 to 2001.  After a 

particularly bad and scary week of news, Mr. Breznican 

remembered something his mother quoted to him from Mr. 

Rogers.  It was advice Fred Rogers gave to parents trying to 

find a way to talk about violence and tragedy with young 

children.  He advised parents to invite the children to “Look for 

helpers.  You will always find people who are helping.”  

People helping people is as sure a sign of hope and the Spirit of 

God’s love and embrace as we will experience on this good 

earth... and it is powerful.  “Look for helpers.  You will always 

find people who are helping.”   

~~~~~~~~ 

Look for the helpers. 

Be a helper. 

Trust in the Good Shepherd. 
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Though the wrong seems oft so strong, 

God is the ruler yet! 

Thanks be to God.  Amen. 


